
“Your young master?!”

Fitz asked in amazement, “Who is your young master?”
The middle-aged man said respectfully, “My young master is in  Aurous Hill   and his  name is 
Charlie!”
“Charlie?!” When Fitz learned that the middle-aged man in front of him was actually sent by charlie 
to invite him back, he was horrified in his heart!
He looked at the man and asked in surprise, “You said that Mr. Wade invited me back?”
“Yes.” The middle-aged man nodded and said seriously, “The plane is already waiting to take off at 
the airport. You send me back to Aurous Hill.”
Fitz widened his eyes and said, “Hi, I want to know, I haven’t reached the finish line yet, why did Mr. 
Wade let me go back now?” The
middle-aged man didn’t hide anything, and said directly, ” Young Master banks, your father, Mr. 
Zayne, is getting married soon, and the wedding will be held in Aurous Hill. What Mr. Wade means 
is, let me pick you up to attend the wedding, and come back to continue the pilgrimage after the 
wedding is over.” “
I Father is getting married?” Fitz was dumbfounded for a while, but he quickly recovered and asked, 
“Is my father going to marry Aunt Elms ?” The middle-aged man shook his head and said 
apologetically,
” I’m sorry, Young Master banks, I don’t know the specific situation, I’m the person in charge of the 
wade family in Shanxi and Shanxi provinces, and I don’t know much about the situation in Aurous 
Hill.” After that, he said again, “Master Banks, my young master hopes that you will arrive as soon as
possible , He said that your sister is waiting for you in Aurous Hill, and your father and mother are 
also in Aurous Hill, go back earlier, and you can have more time to reunite with them.” Fitz 
recovered, nodded quickly and
said “Okay! Thank you for your hard work!”
After finishing speaking, he looked at the surroundings and asked the middle-aged man, “Can you 
please record exactly where I am now?” The
middle-aged man said, “Don’t worry, Young Master banks. I have recorded the gs coordinates, and I 
will be responsible for sending you over when the time comes.”
Only then did Fitz feel relieved and was about to get on the plane. Seeing his dirty body, he said a 
little embarrassedly, “I might dirty the interior of your helicopter…” The middle-aged man smiled 
and said,
” It’s okay, you don’t need to worry about it, let’s hurry up and set off!”
“Okay.” Fitz nodded and stepped onto the helicopter.
When the helicopter took off, Fitz kept looking at the place where he got on the plane just now. He 
wanted to remember the geography and landforms here, so that he could make sure that he would 
not mistake the place when he came back.
And when the helicopter rose higher and higher, he looked at the continuous, majestic and mighty 
Qinling Mountains in front of him, and he couldn’t help feeling yearning and reverence in his heart.
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What he didn’t know was that from the time the helicopter hadn’t landed just now, until he got on 
the helicopter after the conversation with the middle-aged man, the whole process was captured by 
the camera accurately.
The video at this time has already been sent to Isaac Cameron’s mobile phone.
charlie was currently in the hanging garden, quietly watching Nanako Ito carefully arrange a 
bouquet with the flowers she brought from Japan.
Nanako Ito used her long and slender fingers to carefully match different flowers together. This 
bouquet already has a wonderful sense of beauty. This kind of beauty, to charlie, Xion and Zara 
banks, All unprecedented.
And with every flower Nanako Ito adds, this bouquet will give people a refreshing feeling, as if every 
decision she makes is the finishing touch, which makes people constantly surprised.
Sisters Zara banks and Xion have been completely impressed by her superb flower arrangement 
skills and her unique aesthetics, and charlie is also shocked. Unexpectedly, Nanako has such a talent.


